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**Abstract**

Given a source and its edited version performed based on human instructions in natural language, how do we extract the underlying edit operations, to automatically replicate similar edits on other images? This is the problem of reverse designing, and we present TAME-RD, a model to solve this problem. TAME-RD automatically learns from the complex interplay of image editing operations and the natural language instructions to learn fully specified edit operations. It predicts both the underlying image edit operations as discrete categories and their corresponding parameter values in the continuous space. We accomplish this by mapping together the contextual information from the natural language text and the structural differences between the corresponding source and edited images using the concept of pre-post effect. We demonstrate the efficiency of our network through quantitative evaluations on multiple datasets. We observe improvements of 6–10% on various accuracy metrics and 1.01X-4X on the RMSE score and the concordance correlation coefficient for the corresponding parameter values on the benchmark GIER dataset. We also introduce I-MAD, a new two-part dataset: I-MAD-Dense, a collection of approximately 100K source and edited images, together with automatically generated text instructions and annotated edit operations, and I-MAD-Pro, consisting of about 1.6K source and edited images, together with text instructions and annotated edit operations provided by professional editors. On our dataset, we observe absolute improvements of 1–10% on the accuracy metrics and 1.14X–5X on the RMSE score. [Project Page]

1 Introduction

The prevalence of digital media in education (Haleem et al., 2022), healthcare (Ventola, 2014), business and entertainment (Fitzgerald et al., 2022) comes with the need for large-scale image designing. It involves multiple image adjustment operations, ranging from image-level filtering (Mittal et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2023; Jing et al., 2022; Krawczyk et al., 2007) to pixel-level manipulations (Steininger et al., 2023). This has opened up new research avenues focusing on making multi-adjustment image designing an intuitive and comfortable experience for editors. From the editors’ perspective, image designing can be broadly categorized into forward and reverse designing. Forward designing refers to editors planning and applying multi-adjustment edit operations on source images based on their specific end goals. Conventional image editing tools (Systems, 2002) are tailored for forward designing. Reverse design, by contrast, refers to extracting multi-adjustment edit operations applied between given pairs of source and edited images. The operations obtained can then be reapplied on other images in downstream pipelines (Xue et al., 2020; Rossler et al., 2019).

However, the realm of reverse designing remains relatively unexplored compared to forward designing. Complex many-to-many relationships in mappings from source to edited images contribute to this gap, making it challenging to establish optimization criteria solely based on factors like the total number of edit operations or specific parameter value ranges. Additionally, the lack of standardization in forward design practices among image editors further complicates this challenge. Reverse designing holds significant potential for generating comprehensive editing histories, facilitating the replication and reuse of large volumes of image assets. The availability of editing history proves advantageous across various applications including image editing revision control (Rinaldi et al., 2023), automatic tutorial generation (Grabler et al., 2009), editing visualization (Feng et al., 2023), quality control (Jiang et al., 2021), and forensic analysis (Rossler et al., 2019). However, relying only on the pairs of source and edited images for...
reverse designing may be insufficient. This limitation arises from the need to interpret the creative decisions and goals of the editor in the reverse design process. To address this, we propose a more promising approach that involves incorporating an additional modality to provide contextual information. We integrate the editors’ intent expressed through natural language text. This might elucidate the forward design mechanism they employed or even discern specific reasons or details associated with the editing process that transformed the source image into the edited image. Documenting machine-level micro-instructions that can be directly fed to image editing softwares is not scalable, particularly when dealing with a large number of images. Consequently, any textual information available for reverse designing purposes will primarily be high-level, vague, and in natural language. Our multimodal approach seamlessly integrates image pairs with text-based contextual cues, enabling a more nuanced understanding of the editing process that led to obtaining the edited image from the source image. The inclusion of a text component proves invaluable in complementing visual information, particularly in instances of noise or insufficient clarity. This holistic strategy endeavors to address the gap in reverse design research by prioritizing the interplay between visual and language-based sources of information.

**Main Contributions.** We introduce a multimodal learning method tailored for reverse design in image editing. The novel components include:

1. **Image Multi-Adjustment Prediction.** We present TAME-RD, a multimodal multitask learning model designed to predict a sequence of image editing operations along with their parameter values. By blending structural and semantic correlations in the pixel space through our use of the *pre-post effect*, and integrating it with the accompanying textual information, TAME-RD can predict the underlying micro-instructions for the editing process. This sets the foundation for a paradigm shift in our capability to learn editing metadata from image pairs.

2. **Image Multi-Adjustment Dataset.** We introduce a two-part dataset named I-MAD to advance research in reverse design and related tasks. It consists of a set of 100K images edited through an automated pipeline (I-MAD-Dense), and a set of 1.6K image pairs edited by professional editors (I-MAD-Pro). Different from existing image editing datasets such GIER (Shi et al., 2020), our dataset contains rich annotations of edit operations and their parameter values from professional editors.

3. **Controllable Reverse Design.** To the best of our knowledge, we present the first controllable pipeline for reverse design, *i.e.*, estimating the specific edit parameter values in addition to the edit operation names. Our approach equips editors with a complete set of machine-level operations shaping edited images, offering unparalleled customization. This stands in stark contrast to the current state of the art, which, at best, can only estimate image edit operations.

We show quantitative evaluations on two datasets, GIER (Shi et al., 2020), and I-MAD, on the joint tasks of (a) multi-label classification and multi-valued regression, (b) multi-class classification and single-valued regression, and (c) multi-class classification and multi-valued regression. On the GIER
dataset, compared to the closest available baselines, we report absolute improvements of $1 - 10\%$ on the relevant evaluation metrics of accuracy, precision, and F1 score. We also report RMSE and concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) improvements of $1.01X - 4X$ compared to the baselines. On our proposed dataset I-MAD, compared to the baselines, we report absolute improvements of $1 - 10\%$ on the same evaluation metrics, and $1.1X - 5X$ improvement in RMSE and CCC.

2 Related Work

We provide a brief overview of recent works on understanding the relationship between two images, and datasets containing comparisons between two images.

Forward Design. Current image editing approaches, including those using language-based instructions (Jiang et al., 2021; Shi et al., 2021; Fu et al., 2022), excel at forward design by automatically applying specific image edits. However, they lack the key capability for reverse design, which is extracting edit operations given source and edited images. Style transfer (Jing et al., 2019) and image-to-image translation (Kim et al., 2022) methods directly apply changes from one image onto another. However, they do not provide control over the multi-adjustments that underlie the entire transformation as required for reverse design.

Relating Two Images. Reverse design requires an understanding of how a source and an edited image are related. From this perspective, we note recent methods relating two images. Methods such as (Yan et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2022) take in an image pair and output a sentence describing their similarities and differences. Other methods focus on computing bounding boxes for image elements such as objects that were altered or removed between a source and an edited image (Sachdeva and Zisserman, 2023). These methods focus entirely on the low-level image structures and do not consider any higher-level semantic relationships. Closer to the reverse design pipeline, Tan et al. (2019) predict categorical edit operations performed between image pairs but do not estimate the corresponding parameter values that are necessary to close the loop for reverse design. Jiang et al. (2021) leverages this work (Tan et al., 2019) to check the quality of its forward design-based generated output. There don’t seem to be any recent attempts close enough to explore reverse design.

Paired Image Datasets. Image datasets are available aplenty, but only a handful of them (Jhambani and Berg-Kirkpatrick, 2018; Suhr et al., 2018) include image pairs semantically connected by human-readable descriptions. There are also datasets for language-guided image editing (Fu et al., 2022), performing style transfer (Fu et al., 2020), adding, altering, and removing objects (Sun et al., 2021; Park et al., 2022), and storing edit operations performed between image pairs (Shi et al., 2020). However, these datasets lack tool-level details on how source images were edited, and are, therefore, not sufficient to train supervised reverse design pipelines.

3 TAME-RD: Our Approach

We present our algorithm, TAME-RD, to detect image multi-adjustments and close the loop for reverse image design. We formally state the problem in Sec. 3.1, and explain all the components of our
approach in Secs. 3.2-3.4. Fig. 2 gives an overview of the proposed approach.

3.1 Problem Formulation

We consider two images, source $I_s$ and edited $I_t$. They are related as follows:

$$I_t = E(I_s;\theta)$$

where $E$ represents the set of edit operations done on $I_s$ and $\theta \in \mathbb{R}^d$ represents the flattened vector consisting of all the corresponding parameter values. Our goal in this work is to identify $E$ and $\theta$ given $I_s$ and $I_t$. This problem is non-trivial because of two primary reasons:

1. When we consider two or more edit operations, a one-to-one mapping $E$ between any given image pair $I_s$ and $I_t$ generally does not exist. Different combinations of individual edit operations performed with different parameter values on $I_s$ can result in similar $I_t$ (Fig. 4), which can only be resolved with additional context. Conversely, the same set of edit operations performed with the same parameter values on two different images $I_{s_1}$ and $I_{s_2}$ can result in vastly different-looking edited images $I_{t_1}$ and $I_{t_2}$ (refer Fig. 3).

2. Given $I_s$ and $I_t$, we can compute the structural differences between the two. However, that, by itself, does not reveal any semantic relationship between the two, which can make a particular solution pair ($E^*, \theta^*$) more plausible than the rest to human users (refer Fig. 5).

To approach these issues, we first consider a finite set of $N$ categorical operations $\{E_1, \ldots, E_N\}$ to represent the function space of $E$. We note that images in practice are constrained to lie within a finite range in the pixel space (most commonly between the values 0 and 255 for each pixel); therefore, the parameter values $\theta$ also lie in a finite range by design. Without loss of generality, we consider $\theta \in \mathbb{R}^{d_i}$, where $d_i$ denotes the dimensionality of the parameter values $\theta_i$ corresponding to $E_i$, and $\theta_i = 0$ denotes $E_i$ is absent from the particular instance of $E$. Using this representation, we address the first issue by learning $E$ and $\theta$ given a large training corpus of image pairs $(I_s, I_t)$ and their corresponding edit operations. To address the second issue, we note that textual descriptions of the edit operations, if created in the forward design process, can provide the relevant context for the edits and help understand the semantic relationships between $I_s$ and $I_t$. To this end, we can rewrite the relationship between $I_s$ and $I_t$ as

$$I_t = E(I_s, c; \theta),$$

where $c$ denotes the textual instructions as a sequence of words in a dictionary. Consequently, our goal becomes identifying $E$ and $\theta$ using $I_s$, $I_t$ and $c$. Since the data available in this case is multimodal in nature, we propose a multimodal learning network consisting of two streams. We design one stream (Stream 1) to capture the information available from the image pair $(I_s, I_t)$, and the other stream (Stream 2) to learn semantic information from the text $c$ that complements the information learned in Stream 1. Since we consider the function space of $E$ to be a finite set of categorical edit operations, we can model the problem of solving for $E$ as a multilabel classification problem. Correspondingly, solving for $\theta$ becomes a multi-value regression task. Our goal is to jointly solve for $E$ and $\theta$. Therefore, we propose a multimodal multitask learning (MML) network, which we call TAME-RD. Next, we discuss the different components of TAME-RD’s MML network.
3.2 Stream 1: Pre-Post Effect From Images

We design this stream based on the concept of a specific type of treatment effect referred to as pre-post effect. It is widely used to understand the effectiveness of interventions introduced in fields like economics, medicine and healthcare, and education (Cuijpers et al., 2017; Estrada et al., 2019). Pre-post effect (δ) essentially compares the outcomes of a group of individuals before (O₀) and after (O₁) receiving treatment or intervention.

\[ \delta = O_1 - O_0 \] (3)

While it may reveal some characteristics of the treatment, it primarily reflects the treatment’s impact on the subjects’ outcomes. In our problem setup, we have access to an edited image that was the outcome of treatment (edit operations) received by the source image. Consequently, we use the pre-post effect to capture the distribution underlying the changes between the two images, to understand the nature (edit operation types) and the extent (corresponding parameter values) of the change. Following Eqn. 3, we define δ_I as

\[ \delta_I = I_t - I_s \] (4)

and use it as the input to this mode. Now we use ResNet-18, which is a variant of the ResNet architecture, that has been pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset (Deng et al., 2009), to encode the visual features from δ_I to get f_{ppe}. This will allow us to effectively capture the information available in δ_I despite its big range of values compared to the actual images I_s and I_t (0, 255). Therefore,

\[ f_{ppe} = RESNET_{18}(\delta_I) \] (5)

3.3 Stream 2: Context From Language

In certain situations, the difference between the edited and original images, denoted as δ or the pre-post effect, can be sufficient to determine the specific editing operation due to the distinctive characteristics displayed by δ. However, as mentioned earlier, it is common for δ to lack distinct uniqueness, or the inference of the editing operation might be influenced by various factors or conditions. To address this issue, we utilize textual information (c) as a valuable source to correctly interpret the significance of δ. This textual information is presented as natural language sentences, which offer insights into the changes that may not be directly discernible from the images themselves.

We employ pre-trained Siamese BERT networks (SBERT) (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) to encode these sentences. SBERT embeddings are designed to capture semantic similarities rather than a verbatim representation of the sentence. This approach ensures that the model’s behavior remains consistent even with changes in the wording of the text, as long as the underlying semantics of the text remain unchanged. Therefore, we can define the textual features as:

\[ f_c = SBERT(c) \] (6)

3.4 Multitask Network

The features extracted from stream 1, denoted as f_{ppe}, and the features obtained from stream 2, denoted as f_c, are combined through concatenation. These concatenated features are then fed into a fully connected layer, which, therefore, produces an embedding capable of capturing the relationships between the two modalities. Now in order to solve the multitask part of the problem, we choose the first half (h_{cls}) of this embedding to represent the feature corresponding to the classification task while the second half (h_{reg}) represents the features needed for the regression task. Each of these embeddings are then passed into equal number of fully connected neural network layers to learn their respective tasks. Therefore,

\[ h_{mtl} = FC(concat(f_{ppe}, f_c)) \] (7)

\[ h_{cls} = h_{mtl}[:, e_{mtl}] \] (8)

\[ h_{reg} = h_{mtl}[e_{mtl}, :] \] (9)

In this work, we have taken \( e_{mtl} = \frac{1}{2} \text{len}(h_{mtl}) \)

For training the multitask network, we use the following loss function

\[ L_{net} = L_{mlcls} + \lambda L_{reg} \] (10)

where \( L_{mlcls} \) is the loss function for learning the multilabel classification task, and \( L_{reg} \) is the loss function used for learning the multi-valued regression task. We consider the cross-entropy loss function for \( L_{mlcls} \) and the \( \ell_1 \) loss for \( L_{reg} \).

4 Datasets

We provide details on the datasets we experiment with: the benchmark GIER dataset (Shi et al., 2020) and our proposed dataset I-MAD.
4.1 GIER Dataset

The Grounded Image Editing Request (GIER) dataset (Shi et al., 2020) comprises 6,179 source and edited image pairs with pixel- and image-level edit operations. The dataset includes 23 edit operations and natural language instructions for each image pair. On average, each image has about 3.21 edit operations. However, GIER is curated from public sites like Reddit.com and Zhopped.com, and as such, does not provide parameter values for the edit operations. In our work, we augmented the GIER dataset with approximately computed parameter values based on edit operation definitions used by (Shi et al., 2020) for language-based image editing. We provide the details in the appendix, acknowledging the difficulty in guaranteeing identical values used by the creators for obtaining edited images. Given multiple potential operations for each image pair (hence multi-label), we associate a parameter value with each operation for every image pair.

4.2 I-MAD: Our Dataset

GIER is the closest available dataset for our use case. However, crucially for reverse design processes, the exact parameter values associated with the edit operations are unavailable. To address this gap, we introduce a novel dataset named the Image Multi-Adjustment Dataset (I-MAD). I-MAD consists of two separate parts: I-MAD-Dense and I-MAD-Pro. Both parts contain paired source images, edited images, and natural language text instructions or contextual information underlying the edit operations. The triplets are annotated by the set of operations performed on the source image to obtain the edited image and also their corresponding parameter value. We only consider the set and not the sequence of the operations as non-commutative operations (such as brightness and contrast) incur negligible errors when changing the sequence, within the operating ranges computed from GIER and our dataset. I-MAD-Dense and I-MAD-Pro mainly differ in the preparation methods to obtain the triplets. We discuss the highlights for each of these subsets of I-MAD.

I-MAD-Dense. This dataset segment comprises 100K triplets generated in an uncontrolled setting. We obtained the source images from COCO (Lin et al., 2014), which has been vetted to have non-harmful content (Ha et al., 2024). COCO contains everyday objects and humans in natural scenes in a variety of styles, including paintings and cartoons. We applied 5 (without repetition) edit operations to each source image, selected randomly from a pool of 12 operations in total. We provide more details of the operations in the appendix. For the text descriptions in the triplets, we gathered 20 to 25 vaguely phrased descriptions in English for each of the 12 edit operations. However, these descriptions do not provide information about the parameter values associated with the edit operations, nor do they contain image-specific details. They are generic descriptions, such as “Create an image that has a more balanced and natural appearance” or “Add a filter that mimics the warm and golden light of a summer sunset.” For each of the 5 randomly selected operations, we randomly chose a sentence from their set of text descriptions. We also choose the parameter values for the edit operations randomly within predetermined ranges. Despite its random nature, this approach holds significance. A network capable of accurately identifying image edit operations would inherently grasp their underlying distribution space, avoiding mere memorization of coincidental operation sequences. From a real-world perspective, providing high-level natural language instructions for edit operations is quicker and more straightforward for individuals compared to crafting image-specific instructions. I-MAD-Dense’s intentional lack of one-to-one correspondence and the inclusion of randomness in edit operations forces the model to comprehend the individual contributions of each image edit operation rather than relying on memorized sequences. Additionally, I-MAD-Dense also benefits from being created at a fraction of the cost of human-curated datasets.

I-MAD-Pro. To gather this segment of I-MAD, we hired professional editors, at a payment rate in agreement with them. They were tasked with editing images using their unique creative processes and then supplying us with both the source and the edited images. Additionally, they were required to submit detailed textual instructions in English outlining their workflows, along with a breakdown of the editing operations conducted between the source and the edited images. This included specifying the parameter values associated with each operation. Given the intensive nature of this data collection process, we have collected a set of 1,674 data samples spanning 30 edit operations at about 4.55 operations per image pair. The textual instructions provided by editors
are intentionally high-level, similar to the GIER dataset. However, different from GIER, which collected edited images from public platforms with no explicit guardrails for quality, our edited images were vetted for quality by domain experts. Our editors also vetted the images in our dataset to ensure there was no identifiable personal or private content, as well as no offensive or harmful content. Any images they flagged with such content were filtered out of the dataset. The editors were given samples from the COCO dataset (but these samples are different than the ones used to create I-MAD-Dense) following the usage terms in its public license. For the edit operations and natural language instructions our editors provided, they agreed to transfer us the ownership as part of the hiring process.

For our experiments, we individually normalized the parameter values for each edit operation based on their observed ranges. This approach ensured consistent representation across all the operations.

5 Experiment Results and Analyses

We discuss the hyperparameter details and metrics in Sec. 5.1, baselines and quantitative evaluations in Sec. 5.2, and ablation experiments in Sec. 5.3.

5.1 Training Details and Evaluation Metrics

We test our model on three datasets, namely, I-MAD-Dense, I-MAD-Pro, and GIER. To train our model on each of the two segments of I-MAD (Dense and Pro), we adhere to conventional practices by partitioning the dataset into three subsets. In GIER, we use the standard train, validation, and test split ratios provided in the dataset. We use a batch size of 32 for both datasets. The models are trained for 300 epochs. We use Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001. All our results are generated on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 2080 Ti GPU and all codes were implemented using Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019). We evaluate our multi-label classification tasks using standard metrics: accuracy, average precision (AP), and F1. For multi-valued regression, we employ root mean squared error (RMSE) and concordance correlation coefficients (CCC).

5.2 Quantitative Comparisons

Given the absence of prior methods for our problem (Sec. 3.1), we compare with the most relevant state-of-the-art method of Tan et al. (2019). For comprehensiveness and completeness, we also investigate various baseline approaches.

1. Tan et al. (2019). Tan et al. (2019) introduce a transformer-based model with a dynamic relational attention mechanism to compute alignment scores between source and edited image features during each decoding step, preventing information loss. While originally designed for text generation, we re-purpose their model and retrain it to generate sequences of edit operations given source and edited images. However, their approach cannot estimate parameter values. Table 1 (rows 3, 15, 28) compares the performance of Tan et al. (2019)’s approach with ours. We note that their approach of defining image dissimilarity based on learned feature alignment fails to adapt to scenarios where multiple edit operations with diverse parameter values are applied to source images. By contrast, our approach explicitly models observed differences between images to learn the fine-grained changes and learns the continuous parameter space of the edit operations, leading to substantial performance gains.

2. Modification of Tan et al. (2019). For completeness, we also compare with a modified version of Tan et al. (2019), where we replace their LSTM layer, which generates text sentence outputs, with an MLP to perform multi-label classification. We report the performance of this modified model in Table 1 (rows 4, 16, 29). This change does not significantly alter the overall performance of Tan et al. (2019).

3. CLIP-Based Backbone. We replace the ResNet-18 backbone with CLIP (Radford et al., 2021) in Stream 1 by computing differences between CLIP-derived features for source and edited images. Also, in Stream 2, we replace the SBERT features with CLIP features. Importantly, we maintain consistent feature sizes from the pre-trained models of both CLIP and ResNet-18. This ensures that the overall parameter count remains unchanged in the CLIP-based architecture. We report the performance of this architecture in Table 1 (rows 6, 18, 31). With the same parameter count, the performance differences between the CLIP and ResNet-18 variants highlight the
advantages of our Stream 1 design.

4. Dual Image Encoders with ResNet in TAME-RD. To understand the usefulness of the features we learn from image differences, we experiment with a variation that uses individual image encoders for the source and the edited images. We complete this pipeline by concatenating the features obtained from each of the image encoders to form $f_{img}$, unlike $f_{dep}$ in TAME-RD. We keep the rest of the network the same as TAME-RD. This architecture leads to significant performance drops (Table 1, rows 7, 19, 32) due to its focus on the individual image features rather than a nuanced understanding of the image differences. This further corroborates the non-trivial nature of learning from image differences.

5. TAME-RD with Shallow CNN backbone. We replace our ResNet-18 backbone with a shallow CNN (Table 1, rows 5, 17, 30) to investigate the contributions of the additional parameter load in our proposed ResNet backbone. The ResNet backbone indeed leads to significant gains over a shallow CNN.

6. Dual Image Encoders with shallow CNN in TAME-RD. We also use shallow CNN architectures to encode the source and the edited images separately and then combine them with the text features to learn the image edit operations and the parameter values. We report this baseline in Table 1 (rows 8, 20, 33).

7. GPT-4 Predictor. We prompt GPT-4 (Achiam et al., 2023) to act as an expert editor and ask it to solve our specific task by providing it with source and edited images and corresponding text descriptions (Table 1, rows 2, 14, 27). We report the full prompt in our appendix. While GPT-4 performs relatively well in I-MAD-Dense, it fails to make any predictions for 95 and 327 samples in I-MAD-Pro and GIER.

8. Most Frequent Operations. To establish a performance lower-bound, we use a brute-force approach that simply assigns the top five most frequent operations and the corresponding expected parameter values for all the image pairs in the datasets (Table 1, rows 1, 26). Since I-MAD-Dense was a result of random assignment of operations, we only consider I-MAD-Pro and GIER for this experiment.

5.3 Ablation Experiments

We perform the following two ablations.

1. Contribution of each stream. To understand the contributions of Streams 1 and 2, we run TAME-RD on both GIER and I-MAD by removing one stream at a time. Table 1 (rows 9, 21, 34, and 10, 22, 35) shows that the performance of either stream is comparable to the other, but when combined, they improve the end-to-end performance by a big margin. This corroborates our discussions in Sec. 3.1. Interestingly, our Stream 1 also outperforms the state-of-the-art baseline of Tan et al. (2019),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Method</th>
<th>Evaluation Metrics</th>
<th>Acc.</th>
<th>AP↑</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>RMSE↓</th>
<th>CCC↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Most Freq</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT-4 Pred. *</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan et al. (2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified Tan et al. (2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shallow CNN backbone</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIP backbone</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Enc. ResNet18</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Enc. Shallow CNN</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Stream 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Stream 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50 backbone</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAME-RD (Ours, pr)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAME-RD (Ours, fs)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
which similarly uses only images to predict the edit operations. This further highlights the contribution of the pre-post effect in the learning process.

2. Increasing TAME-RD’s parameters. We compare two variants, one with a ResNet-18 backbone and the other with a ResNet-50 backbone, to investigate whether increasing the model parameters leads to better performance (Table 1, rows 11, 23, 36). We note that more parameters do not necessarily improve performance. TAME-RD with the ResNet-50 backbone has poorer overall performance compared to ResNet-18 due to overfitting, indicating our task cannot be solved by merely increasing the network complexity.

5.4 Qualitative Results
We also show some qualitative results of our method on GIER and I-MAD-Dense in Fig. 6.

6 Conclusion
We have presented TAME-RD, a method to automatically detect fully-specified edit operations given pairs of source and edited images, and optionally, contextual information in the form of natural language text. Our fully-specified edit operations consist of categorical edits paired with corresponding parameter values. We have also proposed a corresponding dataset I-MAD, consisting of 100K tuples (source image, edited image, text) annotated with fully-specified edit operations between the image pairs, to enable further research on this task as well as downstream image editing tasks.

7 Limitations and Future Work
Our work also has some limitations. Our multimodal network does not explicitly attend to the individual components in the images, such as objects and scene segments, that can provide additional context for the edit operations. To this end, the features learned in the image stream in our network can be combined with current techniques for object detection and scene segmentation to improve prediction performance. Further, while we are constrained to define a finite set of categorical edits for practical viability, there is scope to expand the number of edits in our dataset for more fine-grained learning. Lastly, we note that while a mathematically optimal set of edit operations may not exist between source and edited image pairs, especially given the non-linearity of the edit operations, we can fine-tune our network on more diverse samples, as well as incorporate negative samples (mismatched contextual information and edited images) to keep improving performance.
References


Appendix

We discuss additional details related to preparing the datasets for our work.

A Ethical Considerations and Risks

The GIER dataset is freely accessible to the public. In the context of this research, we have only inferred additional information from the dataset and have not made any alterations to the provided data itself. The data collection process for I-MAD does not include any personal, private or sensitive information, and was deemed exempt from an ethics review. Also, we used images from the publicly available COCO dataset following the usage terms of its public license. For the edit operations and natural language instructions our editors provided, they agreed to transfer us the ownership as part of the hiring process.

While there are no immediate risks associated with our work, it is essential to emphasize that the practice of reverse designing in general should be approached with careful consideration of intellectual property and ethical concerns.

B GIER Dataset

GIER (Shi et al., 2020) contains triplets of (source image, edited image, natural language request), together with annotations of the categorical edit operations performed between the source and the edited images. However, these edit operations are not fully specified in that the corresponding parameter values are not available. Therefore, for the purposes of this work, we annotate the dataset with the parameter values corresponding to the edit operations where feasible and detail our process below.

Contrast. Following the definition of contrast given in (Shi et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2018), we first compute the luminance of the source image $I_s$ as

$$Lum (I_s) = 0.27I_{sr} + 0.67I_{sg} + 0.06I_{sb}, \quad (11)$$

where $I_{sr}, I_{sg}, I_{sb}$ correspond to the RGB channels of $I_s$. We then write the enhanced luminance (EnLum) as

$$EnLum (I_s) = \frac{1}{2} \left(1 - \cos(\pi Lum (I_s))\right). \quad (12)$$

This allows us to compute the image with the enhanced contrast (EnCon) as

$$EnCon (I_s) = \frac{EnLum (I_s)}{Lum (I_s)} I_s. \quad (13)$$

We can define the edited image $I_t$ as the combination of the enhanced contrast and the original image as

$$I_t = (1 - p) I_s + p EnCon (I_s), \quad (14)$$

which allows us to solve for the contrast control parameter $p$.

Sharpness. We solve for sharpness control parameter $p$ using the equation

$$I_t = I_s + p \Delta^2 I_s. \quad (15)$$

Flip. We checked if the edited image has been flipped left to right or top to bottom using OpenCV library (Bradski, 2000).

$$flip \ value = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if image flipped left to right} \\ 2 & \text{if image flipped top to bottom} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (16)$$

We use this to also identify flip actions for the “flip obj” edit operation in the GIER dataset.

Rotation. For rotation, the parameter is the angle of rotation from the source to the edited images w.r.t. an axis perpendicular to the plane of the images. We estimate this by aligning both the source and the edited images according to the following procedure:

1. Use SIFT (Lowe, 2004) to find the key points and descriptors of both the source and the edited image.
2. Match the descriptors in both images using the BFMatcher algorithm (Jakubovič and Velagić, 2018).
3. Use the matched points to estimate the homography matrix between the two images using the RANSAC algorithm (Derpanis, 2010).
4. Extract the angle of rotation from the homography matrix.

We use this method to identify the angle of rotation for both “rotate” and “rotate obj” edit operations in the GIER dataset.

Saturation. We convert the source and the edited images to the HSV color spaces. We then compute the mean saturation value of each of the source and the edited images and compute the saturation factor $p$ using

$$S (I_t) = p S (I_s) \quad (17)$$
where $S(\cdot)$ refers to the saturation computation function available in OpenCV (Bradski, 2000).

**Brightness and Lightness.** For brightness, we compute the scaling factor $p$ between the intensities of the source and the edited images as
\[ B(I_s) = pB(I_t), \]  
where $B(\cdot)$ is the function defined to compute the intensity of the image available in OpenCV (Bradski, 2000). We also use this method to compute the parameter values for the “lightness” edit operation in the GIER dataset, following the fact that both operations are similarly designed (Shi et al., 2020).

**Hue.** We convert the source and the edited images to the HSV color spaces. We then compute the mean hue value of each of the source and the edited images and compute the factor $p$ as
\[ H(I_t) = pH(I_s), \]  
where $H(\cdot)$ refers to the hue computation function available in OpenCV (Bradski, 2000).

**Tint.** To understand variations in the image tint, we represent both the source and the edited images in the LAB color space and compute the mean color of each channel (‘a’ and ‘b’) in the LAB color space: ‘a’ represents color in the red-to-green axis, and ‘b’ represents color in the blue-to-yellow axis. We can then compute the tint factor $p$ as the ratio of the mean values of the ‘a’ and ‘b’ channels of the tinted image and the original image in LAB color space.

### C I-MAD: Additional Details

We describe additional details related to our new dataset.

#### C.1 I-MAD-Pro: Instructions Provided to Professional Editors

This is the full instruction sent with the recruitment email:

*We are creating a dataset of adjustment operations performed on images satisfying creative user needs. We are conducting the data collection using Adobe Photoshop, and as a result, only freelancers with active Photoshop licenses are eligible for this project. To collect the dataset, we provide freelancers with a set of images. We ask them to provide a one- or two-line comment on what can be adjusted in the image from their creative perspective (for example, “This image is a bit too dark and has some background clutter”), then perform the desired edit operations in Photoshop and tabulate them (for example, brightness: +5%, object removal: between pixels (a, b) and (c, d)), and provide the edited image. To better organize the data collection process, we also provide a “universal” set of around 20 edit operations, so that for each image, freelancers can start off by thinking of possible adjustments to the image using edits within that universal set. Freelancers are, of course, free to think of adjustments beyond the universal set, in which case we will add the new edit operations to the universal set. To summarize the deliverables: given a set of source images and a universal set of around 20 edit operations, please provide, for each source image,*

1. A one- or two-line comment in English on how to improve the image. This comment need not specifically mention edit operation names but only convey a general sense of what can be improved.
2. The edited image, created using a particular version of Adobe Photoshop.
3. A tabulated entry of the exact edits performed (detailed instructions on how to tabulate will be provided in a readme along with the source images). We typically expect between 2 and 4 edit operations per image.

#### C.2 I-MAD-Pro Distribution

We report the edit operations and the corresponding number of samples in the I-MAD-Pro dataset in Table 3. To prepare the dataset, we collected all edit operations performed by all the editors and filtered out the samples that contained edit operations appearing less than 10 times across all the editors.

#### C.3 I-MAD-Dense Distribution

For I-MAD-Dense, we maintain a list of 12 edit operations described in Table 2. For the corresponding text descriptions, we collected 20 – 25 ways of describing each edit operation at a high level in English. To create the dataset, we randomly selected 30,000 images from the COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014). For each image we selected, we chose a random sequence of 5 unique edit operations out of those 12, and applied them one after the other. For every selected edit operation, we also randomly
Table 2: I-MAD-Dense. We provide the list of categorical edits in our proposed dataset, together with the corresponding total number of tuples (source image, target image, text) and the ranges of the parameter values. For some edit categories, such as grayscale, HDR, flip, and pre-defined filters such as sepia, summer and winter, there are no associated parameter values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.</th>
<th>Edit Operation</th>
<th># Samples</th>
<th>Range of Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>grayscale</td>
<td>8772</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HDR</td>
<td>8732</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>brightness</td>
<td>8722</td>
<td>10 – 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>summer (instagram filter)</td>
<td>8689</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>sepia (instagram filter)</td>
<td>8639</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>rotate</td>
<td>8638</td>
<td>90, 180, 270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>winter (instagram filter)</td>
<td>8615</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>flip</td>
<td>8385</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>sharpness</td>
<td>8383</td>
<td>10 – 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>contrast</td>
<td>8094</td>
<td>50 – 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>gaussian filter</td>
<td>7922</td>
<td>25 – 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>saturate</td>
<td>6409</td>
<td>5 – 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

selected a sentence from its set of text descriptions. The randomness in the choice of images and edit operations ensures a wide variety of variations observed due to the different edit operations. However, the random choice also implies some edited images may have poor visual quality or not appear close to how humans would edit. Therefore, we enforced the following constraints to remove such images from the dataset.

1. **Complex Wavelet Structural Similarity Index Metric (CW-SSIM).** This is capable of handling a wide range of geometric distortions without compromising its ability to measure the similarity between the source-edited images. We use this to ensure that the edited image is not the same as the source image, even after when various geometric distortions are involved in editing.

2. **Color Histogram.** We compare the color histograms of the source and the edited images to ensure that the edited image is not an overexposed or underexposed version of the source image.

Our choice of edit operations for I-MAD-Dense was influenced by two factors:

1. Frequency of edit operations reported by GIER. The top 5 most frequently used operations are all single-parameter based, taking up 67%. Overall, single-parameter operations make up 83% of all operations.

2. For our baseline approach, we wished to consider image edit operations that need single parameter values (Table 2) to completely specify them. I-MAD-Pro (Table 3) considers more complex operations such as object removal, cropping, flipping objects in the images, noise addition, and different camera filters.

C.4 I-MAD-Dense Quality Control

We report evaluation metrics to both benchmark the I-MAD-Dense dataset and show the performance of TAME-RD.

**Per-Class Average Precision** We report the per-class average precision (AP) on both the GIER and the I-MAD-Dense datasets for all the variations of our method we experiment with. In the GIER dataset (Fig. 7), we notice that all the variations perform poorly for some of the edit operations, such as blurring, denoising, rotation, and flip, but perform well for all other edit operations. We hypothesize that this may be due to our method overfitting to the training data because of a combination of two factors: few training samples for those edit operations and the structural differences between the source and the edited images for many of those edit operations not being sufficient for our method to learn representative features. We also note that the ResNet-18 variation of our method generally performs better than the ResNet-50 variation, indicating that more parameters do not lead to better performance on the smaller GIER dataset.

By contrast, in I-MAD-Dense, we have sufficient and diverse samples for all the edit operations, resulting in reasonably high average precisions for all of them. We also note that the ResNet-50 variation of our method generally performs better than the ResNet-18 variation, indicating that more parameters lead to some performance benefits in the larger dataset I-MAD-Dense.

C.5 Qualitative Results

We also show some qualitative examples where our method doesn’t perform as expected on GIER and I-MAD-Dense in Fig 9.

D Additional Experiment Details

We report the full prompt we used for the GPT-4 Predictor (baseline #7 in Sec. 5.2), and report the results of additional experiments.

D.1 Prompt for GPT-4 Predictor.

The text prompt provided for experiments on all datasets had the following template: Perform the
Table 3: I-MAD-Pro Edit Operations. We provide the list of categorical edits in our proposed I-MAD-Pro dataset, together with the corresponding total number of tuples (source image, target image, text) in the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.</th>
<th>Edit Operation</th>
<th># Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>brightness</td>
<td>752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>contrast</td>
<td>748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>crf_dehaze</td>
<td>582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>crf_temperature</td>
<td>561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>crf_exposure</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>crf_tint</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>saturate (w/o colorize)</td>
<td>462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>crop</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>sharpness</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>noise_strength</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>noise_preserve_details</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>hue (w/o colorize)</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>noise_reduce_color_noise</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>noise_sharpen_details</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>vibrance_vibrance</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>vibrance_saturate</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>camera_filter_shadow</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>lightness(w/o colorize)</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>shadow_gamma_correction</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>vibrance_exposure</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>remove_object</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>camera_filter_highlights</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>bw_R</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>bw_Y</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>bw_C</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>bw_G</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>exposure_offset</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>bw_B</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>bw_M</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>radial_filter</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>rotate_deg</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>bw_saturate (w/o tint)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>color_cyan</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>color_yellow</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>color_magenta</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>saturate(w/ colorize)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>bw_hue (w/o tint)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>bw_saturate (w/ tint)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>hue (w/ colorize)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>bw_hue (w/ tint)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>brush_blur_strength</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>lightness(w/ colorize)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We show the average precisions for all variations of our method. We note poorer performance of all the variations of our method on some of the classes compared to others. We also note that the ResNet-18 variant with fewer parameters generally performs better than ResNet-50 on this smaller dataset.

We show the average precisions for all variations of our method. We note the consistent performance of all the variations of our method on all the classes. We also note that the ResNet-50 variant with more parameters generally performs better than ResNet-18 on this larger dataset.

Figure 7: Per-class Average Precision on GIER (Shi et al., 2020). We show the average precisions for all variations of our method. We note poorer performance of all the variations of our method on some of the classes compared to others. We also note that the ResNet-18 variant with fewer parameters generally performs better than ResNet-50 on this smaller dataset.

Figure 8: Per-class Average Precision on I-MAD-Dense. We show the average precisions for all variations of our method. We note the consistent performance of all the variations of our method on all the classes. We also note that the ResNet-50 variant with more parameters generally performs better than ResNet-18 on this larger dataset.

For obtaining actual results on the different datasets, we replace the angular brackets `<5 EXAMPLES IN NEW LINES>` with 5 examples from the dataset we are testing on, and replace the angular brackets `<ACTUAL TEXT DESCRIPTION>` with the actual descriptions accompanying the image pairs in the dataset.
Figure 9: Failure cases. We also show some failure cases of our method. Row A is from our dataset I-MAD-Dense, and rows B and C are from the GIER dataset (Shi et al., 2020). We note that our method can be different from the ground truth for cases where there are potential sets of edit operations that are more minimal (such as in row A), or when edit operations are ambiguous even with the textual context (such as in row C).

Table 4: TAME-RD with different feature fusion strategies. ResNet18 has been trained from scratch for all cases shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Evaluation Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Additive Fusion</td>
<td>Acc. 0.887 0.899 0.898 0.894 0.897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I-MAD-Pro (+ 1K samples)</td>
<td>Multiplicative Fusion 0.884 0.899 0.898 0.896 0.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>End-to-End Concatination (Out)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Deform_obj</td>
<td>Additive Fusion 0.627 0.627 0.513 1.33 2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Multiplicative Fusion</td>
<td>Additive Fusion 0.465 0.756 1.314 3.54 2.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>End-to-End Concatination (Out)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D.2 Additional Ablation Experiments

D.2.1 Fusion Strategy

According to Equation 7, we have opted for an end-to-end concatenation strategy. Unlike other available fusing methods, such as component-wise addition, multiplication, or other forms of cross-correlation, we do not assume any pairwise correlations in the features between the two streams. We let the network learn the importance of the individual feature components through the mapping using the fully connected (FC) layer. As a result, the fusion is a generalized combination of the two streams that encompasses special cases of pairwise correlations. Concatenation-based fusion is a popular fusion strategy in the multimodal learning literature (Wu et al., 2021; Hu and Singh, 2021) because of its generalizability, which has inspired our choice. Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness, we report performance numbers when using additive and multiplicative fusions in TAME-RD on the I-MAD-Pro and GIER datasets (Table 4).

D.2.2 Changing λ in Equation 10

λ is a scalar hyper-parameter to control the relative weightings of the classification and the regression losses, $L_{mlcls}$ and $L_{reg}$ respectively. If $\lambda = 0$, then $L_{reg}$ has no effect on training. Similarly, if $\lambda \to \infty$, then $L_{mlcls}$ has a negligible effect on training (we note that some influence of $L_{mlcls}$ always remains in the training by design, as the parameter value depends on the edit categories). In our case, we consider the classification and regression losses to be equally important in training and hence choose $\lambda = 1$. Experimentally, this also turns out to be the optimal balance between the two loss terms to achieve the best model performance. To highlight this, we report our observations for different metrics for $\lambda = 0.5$ (classification weighed twice as much as regression) and $\lambda = 2$ (regression weighed twice as much as classification) in Table 5.

D.3 Additional Results

We performed further experimental analysis on performing channel-wise concatenation of $I_s$ and $I_t$ as an alternative to computing $\delta_t$ (Eqn. 4). The results show an accuracy of 57%, RMSE of 0.332,
Table 5: **TAME-RD** with different $\lambda$. ResNet18 has been trained from scratch for all cases shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Method</th>
<th>Evaluation Metrics</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>Acc $\uparrow$</th>
<th>AP $\uparrow$</th>
<th>F1 $\uparrow$</th>
<th>RMSE $\downarrow$</th>
<th>CCC $\uparrow$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I-MAD-Pro (≈ 1K samples)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda = 0.5$</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda = 2$</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (Ours)</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIER (Shi et al., 2020) (≈ 6K samples)</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda = 0.5$</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda = 2$</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>4.513</td>
<td>0.416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (Ours)</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>4.515</td>
<td>0.413</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and CCC of 0.266. This indicates a drop in performance compared to learning features based on pixel-wise discrepancies. We also investigate whether, given the source image $I_s$ and the text $c$, the edited image $I_t$ is actually beneficial for predicting edit operations together with parameter values. The corresponding experiment yields an accuracy of 55%, RMSE of 0.343, and CCC of 0.197. These results establish that reverse designing is most effectively solved when both the source and the edited images are available. This also mirrors how humans cannot precisely deduce edit operations and parameters without observing the final edited image.